16 September 2013

**GILES RIPPING UP BUSH CONTRACTS**

Deputy Leader of the Opposition Gerry McCarthy today pointed out that Adam Giles was failing to deliver on the contracts Terry Mills signed with regional communities.

“Across the Territory, Terry Mills signed formal contracts with communities that were described as fully funded and fully costed. Adam Giles is now ripping them up.” said Mr McCarthy.

“Every single formal contract that Terry Mills signed contains promises that have already been formally broken by Adam Giles”

“Every contract is full of promises on which there has been absolutely no action on at all since Adam Giles knifed Terry Mills”

“Terry Mills promised Wadeye that the upgrade of road to all year access was fully funded and fully costed. Adam Giles has fully scrapped it”

“Borroloola was promised an upgrade to the Savannah Way to provide all year access, a business centre with an MVR and a boarding school facility. Nothing so far”

“Tennant Creek was promised that crime would be cut by 10% every year. Since the CLP scrapped the BDR, assaults in Tennant Creek have nearly doubled.”

“The CLP promised to scrap the Shires. So far all they have done is rename them.”

“The CLP have cut education funding to the bush. They have cut infrastructure spending.”

“Adam Giles isn’t interested in what the CLP promised the bush. He is only interested in what he promised his bush colleagues to oust Terry Mills”

“His Tiwi Islands land deal to secure the vote of Francis Xavier has divided the Tiwi Islands, agreed to without consultation”

“Terry Mills and Alison Anderson are right. All Adam Giles has is rhetoric and he is not delivering what was promised to people in the bush”
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